
































































































































A study on quantitative evaluation of mental function and autonomic 
nervous function for occupational therapy 
Ken Okutani
In Chapter 1, we described the background of our study, previous studies, and 
objectives. With the current changes in mental health and welfare, we are 
required to verify how a specific intervention in occupational therapy programs 
affects mental and autonomic functions of subject individuals. 
 Previous studies have suggested that occupational therapy intervention is deeply 
associated with the mode of brain activation and autonomic function in 
individuals with psychiatric disorders and also in healthy individuals. However, 
few studies have examined how the differences in specific occupational therapy 
interventions affect the autonomic function through quantitative evaluation of 
mental and autonomic functions. In this study, we aimed to establish a method for 
objectively evaluating how the differences in teaching methods in occupational 
therapy programs affected mental and autonomic functions, mood, and self-
efficacy and to confirm the usefulness of occupational therapy.
 In Chapter 2, we examined the usefulness of occupational therapy by evaluating 
how the differences in teaching methods in occupational therapy programs used 
for healthy individuals affected their mental and autonomic functions. An 
occupational therapy program comprises activities performed during psychiatric 
occupational therapy. We selected work activities that could be performed by 
accumulating multiple processes and using the working memory. The work 
activities were performed face-to-face with a researcher for 20 minutes in the 
same room at a room temperature of 28°C. A total of 30 healthy individuals 
(subjects) who gave their consent for participating in the study were divided into 
two groups: an intervention group (Group I) of 15 subjects and a trial and error 
group (Group II) of 15 subjects. In Group I, occupational therapists intervened to 
support work activities. Researchers shared emotions with the subjects when they 
succeeded in work activities or failed in them. In Group II, the subjects had to 
complete the work activities through trial and error. The following measurement 
  
items were obtained before and after the work activities: Utena’s Brief Objective 
Measures (UBOM) (pulse rate difference, ruler catching time, degree of 
randomness, and drawing test), general self-efficacy scale score, profile of mood 
states, and plethysmography. In Group I, the pulse rate difference, degree of 
randomness, and ruler catching time of the UBOM were significantly improved 
after the work activities. In the profile of mood states, tension anxiety was 
reduced and vigor was increased. Self-efficacy was also improved. It was 
suggested that the tension and anxiety toward the activities could be reduced and 
the vigor could be increased because the intervention by the researchers helped 
the subjects in Group I work on the activities with peace of mind. In this group, 
the plethysmographic pulse wave amplitude was higher after rather than before 
the activities. There was no significant change in the pulse wavelength after the 
activities. In the trial and error group, the pulse wave amplitude was lower after 
than that before the activities. There was also no significant change in the pulse 
wavelength after the activities. In Group I, the parasympathetic nervous system 
(PNS) that antagonizes the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) was considered to 
be active because the subjects worked on the activities with peace of mind owing 
to the occupational therapists’ intervention. In Group II, no specific instruction 
was provided; thus, the SNS was considered to have been significantly active 
because the subjects worked on the activities through trial and error.
In Chapter 3, we first evaluated the psychiatric symptoms in individuals with 
psychiatric disorders using the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, and then, we 
conducted the evaluation of the items and occupational therapy program, same as 
that in Chapter 2, and examined the usefulness of the occupational therapy 
program. The results of the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale showed a mean total 
score of 1.78. This result indicated moderate psychiatric symptoms. The study 
included 22 individuals with psychiatric disorders who were divided into two 
groups: an intervention group (Group I) of 11 individuals and a trial and error 
group (Group II) of 11 individuals. Measurement of the same evaluation items and 
occupational therapy program, as in Chapter 3, was performed. It was suggested 
that in Group I, anger, hostility, and confusion related to the activities were 
reduced, and the individuals with psychiatric disorders became vigorous because 
  
they could work on the activities with peace of mind owing to the intervention. In 
Group II, tension, anxiety, and fatigue were reduced, which seemed to be because 
of the effect of the researchers pointing out errors. In Group I, it was considered 
that the PNS acted more than the SNS because the occupational therapy 
intervention helped these individuals work on the activities with peace of mind. In 
addition, in Group I, the subjects showed a significant improvement in the degree 
of randomness in UBOM and self-efficacy. They expected and were confident that 
they could achieve appropriate actions in specific situations during the work 
activities, which seemed to have improved the frontal lobe function and self-
efficacy. These results indicate that the occupational therapy intervention can 
control the autonomic PNS. 
In Chapter 4, we aimed to examine the usefulness of occupational therapy by 
comparing the differences in occupational therapy methods and examined how 
they induced changes in the mental and autonomic functions of healthy 
individuals in Chapter 2 and individuals with psychiatric disorders in Chapter 3. 
In the comparison between the healthy individuals and individuals with 
psychiatric disorders, the pulse rate difference in UBOM before and after the 
activities was significantly lower in the healthy individuals in the intervention 
group than in the individuals with psychiatric disorders in the intervention group. 
The individuals with psychiatric disorders (the subjects for this study) had mild 
psychiatric symptoms and seemed to be in the process of adjusting to the society. 
Although the psychiatric symptoms were mild, the individuals seemed slightly 
anxious about the activities when working on them for the first time. Although 
the same occupational therapy intervention was performed for the same activities, 
the pulse rate difference was higher in individuals with psychiatric disorders than 
in healthy individuals. Therefore, individuals with psychiatric disorders are likely 
to experience stress related to interpersonal exchanges and focus on work 
activities and may be highly sensitive. In the degree of randomness, no difference 
was observed between the healthy individuals and individuals with psychiatric 
disorders; however, significant changes toward improvement were observed before 
and after the activities. Based on these results, we considered that the 
intervention group showed an improvement because the subjects could switch or 
  
change thought during the activities through the feedback given by researchers 
that encouraged them to have a sense of achievement or confidence. Regarding the 
general self-efficacy, the intervention group of healthy individuals showed 
significantly higher scores after the activities than the intervention group of 
individuals with psychiatric disorders before the activities. According to the 
results of this study, the score of individuals with psychiatric disorders in Group I 
was as low as 2 in the 5-point scale before activities, although it improved after 
the activities. Therefore, significant changes before and after the activities were 
observed only in individuals with psychiatric disorders. In the occupational 
therapy intervention, feedback is provided to individuals with psychiatric 
disorders when their activities are successful, so that they can have a sense of 
achievement and confidence. This seems to be effective for individuals with 
psychiatric disorders with low self-efficacy. The profile of mood states showed no 
significant change between healthy individuals and individuals with psychiatric 
disorders. In comparison between before and after activities, the level of vigor was 
significantly higher after than before the activities in the intervention group of 
individuals with psychiatric disorders. In this group, the items of vigor might 
improve owing to having a sense of security because of the researchers’ guidance 
and owing to receiving feedback that encouraged them to have a sense of 
achievement and confidence. The plethysmographic pulse wave amplitude was 
significantly lower in the intervention group of healthy individuals than in the 
intervention group of individuals with psychiatric disorders after the activities, 
and it was significantly lower in the trial and error group of healthy individuals 
than in the trial and error group of individuals with psychiatric disorders before 
the activities. The pulse wavelength was significantly higher in the intervention 
group of healthy individuals than in the intervention group of individuals with 
psychiatric disorders before the activities. This indicates that before the activities, 
the individuals with psychiatric disorders in Group I had SNS predominance 
compared to healthy individuals. This may be because individuals with 
psychiatric disorders are more sensitive than healthy individuals; thus, their 
anxiety and tension increase before activities and they are likely to be affected by 
various stimuli in the surroundings. However, the pulse wave amplitude and 
  
pulse wavelength were significantly higher after the activities in the intervention 
groups of healthy individuals and individuals with psychiatric disorders than 
before the activities. Based on the above results, in Group I, through the 
occupational therapy intervention of this study, the researchers shared emotions 
with both healthy individuals and individuals with psychiatric disorders during 
the work activities, and they provided feedback to encourage the subjects to have 
a sense of achievement and confidence when they succeeded in the activities. 
Therefore, the SNS was considered to be suppressed, and the antagonizing PNS 
showed dominance in the autonomic nervous system in the periphery and heart.
In this study, we established a method to objectively evaluate the occupational 
therapy intervention by evaluating the impact of the intervention on the mental 
function, autonomic response, mood states, and self-efficacy using UBOM, general 
self-efficacy scale, profile of mood states, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, and 
plethysmography in healthy individuals and individuals with psychiatric 
disorders. In addition, the usefulness of the occupational therapy intervention was 
confirmed as anxiety was reduced, PNS acted dominantly, and subjects conducted 
the work activities that required the switch of thought or working memory; 
furthermore, the subjects expected and were convinced that they could perform 
appropriate actions in the specific situation during the activities, which indicated 
the possibility of improving the frontal lobe function and self-efficiency.
The findings of this study may be developed in the future as an effective 
psychiatric occupational therapy program that contributes to supporting 
community-dwelling individuals with psychiatric disorders.
This study may be of help for the consideration of an effective psychiatric 
occupational therapy program that will contribute to supporting individuals with 
psychiatric disorder in the society in the future. This doctoral dissertation has 
successfully verified the effects of occupational therapy intervention on the 
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4   
ᅗ 2-1  ◊✲ࣉࣟࢺࢥ࣮ࣝ
ձ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ
⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࠕBrief Objective Measures for Mental functionࠖࡣ㸪ࡘ
ࡢᣦᶆ࡟ࡼࡗ࡚ᵓᡂࡉࢀ࡚࠸ࡿ [11] [12] [13]㸬ࡘ┠ࡣ⾑ᅽ ᐃ࡟ࡼࡿᚰᢿኚື್
















࡜᭱ᑠ್ࢆ㝖ࡃ 3ᅇࡢᖹᆒ್ࢆồࡵࡿ㸪3ࡘ┠ࡣ஘ᩘ⏕ᡂࢸࢫࢺ㸦Degree of 
Randomness㸧㸬஘ᩘࢸࢫࢺࡣ㸪୙つ๎࡞㡰ᗎ࡛ᩘᏐࢆⓎ⏕ࡉࡏࡿࡓࡵ࡟࣮࣡࢟ࣥࢢ࣓
࣮ࣔࣜࢆ⏝࠸ࡿࡓࡵ㸪๓㢌ⴥᶵ⬟ࡀാࡃᗘྜ࠸ࡀホ౯࡛ࡁࡿ. ᑐ㇟⪅࡟ཎ✏⏝⣬࡟ 0
࠿ࡽ 9ࡲ࡛ࡢ 1᱆ࡢᩘᏐࢆཎ✏⏝⣬࡟ 1ࢥ࣐࡟ 1ࡘ㸪࡛ࡁࡿࡔࡅ୙つ๎࡞㡰ᗎ࡟࡞ࡿ




ܦܱܴ = σ ቚ௡ଵ ே௥  െ 0.1ቚ㸷ூ㸻଴ + σ ቚ ௡௝ே௥ିଵ െ ଵ଴ି|௝|ଵ଴଴ ቚ ାଽ௝㸻-ଽ  㸦㸯㸧 
Nrࡣ஘ᩘ㔞㸪n 1ࡣᩘ㔞㸪njࡣ㝵ᕪ㔞ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬DORࡢ➨ 1㡯ࡣྛᩘᏐࡢ㢖ᗘศᕸ
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           Yb㸸⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್㸦systolic amplitude㸧
Xe㸸⬦Ἴ㛗㸦pulse wavelength )
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㸦post- Intervention: poI㸧㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌άື๓㸦pre-trial and error: prT㸧㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ά





࠸࡚ FDR㸦False Discovery rate)ཬࡧ p್ࡢ⿵ṇࢆ⾜ࡗࡓ㸬⤫ィゎᯒ࡟࠾࠸࡚㸪3ᅇ௨
ୖ᳨࡛ᐃࢆ⧞ࡾ㏉ࡍ࡜᭷ពỈ‽ࡣ㧗ࡃ࡞ࡿࡓࡵ㸪ࡇࡢከ㔜ᛶࡢၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿࡓࡵ࡟
















ࢀ F㸦1, 58㸧= 5.117, p = 0.0276; F㸦1, 58㸧= 3.845, p = 0.0499; F㸦1, 58㸧= 5.1361, p = 
0.0291㸧㸬
➨ 2❶                                   
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⾲ 2-1 ೺ᖖ⪅ࡢ௓ධ⩌࣭ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㛫㸪సᴗάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ 2ඖ㓄⨨ศᩓศᯒ
௓ධ⩌䞉ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㛫 సᴗάື๓ᚋ㛫 ஺஫స⏝
ᚰᢿኚື್䚷䚷 0.100 0.0003* 0.027*
༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫 0.466 0.009* 0.049*
஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖 0.020 0.466 0.029*
୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ 㻡ẁ㝵ホᐃ್  0.042* 0.020* 0.040*
⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ 0.051 0.043*   0.043*  
ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏 0.769 0.223 0.236
ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព 0.088 0.121 0.055
άẼ  0.004* 0.084  0.045*
⑂ປ 0.272 0.259 0.698
ΰ஘ 0.653 0.2599 0.844
⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್     0.0001* 0.034*    0.045*
















㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.041 4 *0.049
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.175 6 0.175
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.03 3 0.060
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.003 2 *0.009
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0006 1 *0.003
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.044 5 0.053
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0007 1 *0.004
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.3420 6 0.342
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1639 5 0.197
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0920 4 0.138
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0286 3 0.057
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0274 2 0.082
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0010 1 *0.006
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.4427 5 0.531
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9300 6 0.930
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0020 2 㻖0.006
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1190 4 0.179
























ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝䠊ᚰᢿኚື್䠄PRD䠅 4.0 (3.0–9.0) 3.0 (3.0–6.0) *0.049
䠎䠊༢⣧཯ᛂ䠄RCT㻕 17.7 (15.3–25.7) 14.3 (10.0–24.0) *0.004
䠏䠊஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖䠄DOR䠅 1.16 (0.72–2.36) 0.98 (0.70–1.22) *0.006
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䠊 㻖p < 0.05  
⾲ 2-4 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧 
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝䠊ᚰᢿኚື್䠄PRD䠅 6.0 (3.0–9.0) 6.0 (3.0–12.0) 0.053
䠎䠊༢⣧཯ᛂ䠄RCT㻕 17.0 (13.7–24.3) 16.0 (7.7 – 21.3) 0.057
䠏䠊஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖䠄DOR䠅 1.20 (0.68–1.90) 1.13(0.64–1.93) 0.211































































       ᅗ 2-4 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ୰ኸ್ 㸦௓ධ⩌㸧 
 ୰ኸࡢኴ⥺ࡣ୰ኸ್㸪⟽ୖ➃ࡣ➨ 3ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪⟽ୗ➃ࡣ➨ 1ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪ࡦࡆࡢୖ➃
ࢆ᭱኱್㸪ࡦࡆࡢୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬 
 










































ᅗ 2-5 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ୰ኸ್ 㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧 
 ୰ኸࡢኴ⥺ࡣ୰ኸ್㸪⟽ୖ➃ࡣ➨ 3ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪⟽ୗ➃ࡣ➨ 1ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪ࡦࡆࡢୖ➃
ࢆ᭱኱್㸪ࡦࡆࡢୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬 
        
 












୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.008 1 㻖0.048
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.879 6 0.879
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.829 5 0.995
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.254 3 0.508
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.310 4 0.465
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.104 2 0.311






䚷୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠑ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 3 (2–4) 4 (2–5) 㻖 0.048
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䠊 㻖p < 0.05




䚷୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠑ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 3 (1–5) 3 (1–5) 0.311
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䠊 n.s
                      



















       ᅗ 2-6 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ୰ኸ್㸦௓ධ⩌㸧
୰ኸࡢኴ⥺ࡣ୰ኸ್㸪⟽ୖ➃ࡣ➨ 3ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪⟽ୗ➃ࡣ➨ 1ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪ࡦࡆࡢ
ୖ➃ࢆ᭱኱್㸪ࡦࡆࡢୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬
➨ 2❶                                   
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ᙇ࣭୙Ᏻ㸪άẼࡢ㡯┠࡛஺஫స⏝ࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࢀࡒࢀ F㸦1, 58㸧= , 4.239,p











㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.002 1 㻖0.011
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.020 3 㻖0.039
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.008 2 㻖0.024
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.900 6 0.900
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.647 5 㻖0.776
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.490 4 0.734
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.1020 1 0.612
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1825 3 0.365
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1709 2 0.513
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6774 4 1.016
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9252 5 1.110
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9630 6 0.963
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.2926 5 0.351
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9090 6 0.909
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1614 3 0.323
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1614 3 0.323
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9252 7 0.793
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0229 1 0.138
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.030 4 㻖0.045
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.183 6 0.183
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.028 3 0.055
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.021 2 0.063
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.010 1 0.058
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.086 5 0.103
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.132 2 0.397
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.274 3 0.547
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.117 1 0.702
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.984 6 0.984
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.632 5 0.758
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.429 4 0.643
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.078 1 0.466
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.639 6 0.639
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.221 2 0.663
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.382 4 0.573
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.574 5 0.689


















ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠍䠊⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ䠄TA㻕 55.0 (47.0–72.0) 46.0 (41.0–64.0) 㻌㻖0.011
䠎䠊ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏䠄D) 54.0 (44.0–62.0䠅 48.0 (42.0–70.0) 0.612
䠏䠊ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព䠄AH㻕 45.0 (38.0–61.0䠅  44.0 (18.0–65.0䠅 0.351
䠐䠊άẼ䠄V㻕 50.0 (41.0–66.0䠅 51.0 (35.0–68.0䠅 㻌㻌㻖0.045
䠑䠊⑂ປ䠄F㻕 50.0 (39.0–66.0䠅 48.0 (38.0–70.0䠅 0.397
䠒䠊ΰ஘䠄C䠅 57.0 (42.0–74.0䠅 49.0 (40.0–70.0䠅 0.466
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䠊 㻖p < 0.05
⾲ 2-10 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠍䠊⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ䠄TA㻕 48.0 (39.0–61.0䠅 47.0 (37.0–65.0䠅 0.734
䠎䠊ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏䠄D) 47.0 (40.0–62.0䠅 47.0 (40.0–62.0䠅 0.963
䠏䠊ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព䠄AH㻕 46.0 (38.0–61.0䠅 43.0 (38.0–49.0䠅 0.138
䠐䠊άẼ䠄V㻕 46.0 (13.0–61.0䠅 43.0 (32.0–61.0䠅 0.103
䠑䠊⑂ປ䠄F㻕 48.0 (39.0–64.0䠅 46.0 (35.0–68.0䠅 0.643
































































































    
Ⅼࡣ୰ኸ್㸪㧗ప⥺ࡢୖ➃ࡣ᭱኱್㸪ୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬
     ᅗ 2-8 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ୰ኸ್㸦௓ධ⩌㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧





᣺ᖜ್࡛஺஫స⏝ࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦F㸦1, 58㸧= 4.1667 , p = 0.045㸧㸬⬦Ἴ㛗ࡣ஺஫స⏝
࡟ࡣㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࡀ㸪௓ධ⩌࣭ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㛫࡟୺ຠᯝࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦F㸦1, 58㸧=








⾲ 2-11 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ᖹᆒ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0057 2 㻖0.017
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0140 3 㻖0.028
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1336 5 0.160
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.2016 6 0.202
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0017 1 㻖0.010
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0536 4 0.080
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0318 2 0.095
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.2131 4 0.320
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3564 5 0.428
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0241 1 0.145
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0617 3 0.123













⾲ 2-12 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠ᖹᆒ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦௓ධ⩌㸧  
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝㻚⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ 259.016±179.36 444.497±368.112 㻌㻖0.017
㻞㻚⬦Ἴ㛗 0.849±0.116 0.879±0.092 0.095
㻖p < 0.05
⾲ 2-13 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝㻚⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ 144.182±179.36 89.953±39.825 0.08
㻞㻚⬦Ἴ㛗 0.800±0.083 0.812±0.093 0.749
n.s






























































































































































































































➨ 3❶                                   
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22ྡ㸦⏨ᛶ 9ྡ㸪ዪᛶ 13ྡ㸧࡛ᖹᆒᖺ㱋 38.5ṓ㸦19-72ṓ㸧㸪௓ධ⩌ࡢᖹᆒᖺ㱋
39.5ṓ㸦19-72ṓ㸧㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ᖹᆒᖺ㱋 37.5ṓ㸦23-61ṓ㸧࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬ᑐ㇟⪅ࡣⓏ
㘓ࡉࢀḟ➨஺஫࡟ 2⩌㸦௓ධ⩌ 11ྡࠕ⏨ᛶ㸸5ྡ㸪ዪᛶ㸸6ྡࠖ㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ 11ྡ
ࠕ⏨ᛶ㸸㸲ྡ㸪ዪᛶ㸵ྡࠖ㸧࡟᣺ࡾศࡅࡽࢀࡓ㸬⑌ᝈྡࡣ⤫ྜኻㄪ⑕ 16ྡ㸦௓ධ⩌












๓㸦pre-Intervention: prI㸧㸪௓ධ⩌άືᚋpost- Intervention: poI㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ά













ࢆⓏ㘓ࡉࢀḟ➨஺஫࡟ 2⩌㸦௓ධ⩌ 11ྡ㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ 11ྡ㸧࡟ศ㢮ࡋࡓ㸬ࡑࡢᚋ
࡟㸪◊✲⪅ࡀᑐ㇟⪅ࡢ⢭⚄⑕≧ࢆ⡆᫆⢭⚄⑕≧ホ౯ᑻᗘ࡟ࡼࡾホ౯ࢆ⾜ࡗࡓ㸬సᴗά
➨ 3❶                                   
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ᚋ㸦post- Intervention: poI㸧㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌άື๓㸦pre-trial and error: prT㸧㸪ヨ⾜
















⩌ 1.94Ⅼ㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌ 1.91Ⅼ㸧࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬ᚰẼⓗッ࠼ࡢ㡯┠ࡀᖹᆒⅬ 3.41Ⅼ㸦௓ධ

























ྜィⅬ    
ᩘ್ࡣ୰ኸ್᭱ᑠ್᭱኱್࡜ࡍࡿ㸬
3.3.2㸬⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ
 ೺ᖖ⪅ࡢ௓ධ⩌࣭ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㛫㸪సᴗάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ ඖ㓄⨨ศᩓศᯒࡢ⤖ᯝࢆ⾲ 3-
2࡟♧ࡍ㸬
௓ධ⩌࣭ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㛫㸪సᴗάື๓ᚋ㛫࡛஧ඖ㓄⨨ศᩓศᯒࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓ⤖ᯝ㸪஘
ᩘࢸࢫࢺ࡛஺஫స⏝ࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦F㸦1, 42㸧= 4.2087 , p = 0.0425㸧㸬





ᚰᢿኚື್䚷䚷 0.562 0.168 1.000
༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫 0.145 0.941 0.780
஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖 0.084  0.005*   0.042*
୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ 㻡ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 0.100  0.015* 䚷0.023*
⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ 0.401 0.2393 0.472
ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏 0.955 0.295 0.550
ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព 0.508 0.264 0.353
άẼ 0.955 0.295 0.550
⑂ປ 0.417 0.170 0.372
ΰ஘ 0.857 0.298 0.791
⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್  0.009*   0.034 *    0.002 *
















㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻦㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.140 2 0.420
㻭㻦㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.641 5 0.770
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.597 4 0.896
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.104 1 0.626
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.701 6 0.701
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.422 3 0.844
㻭㻦㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.4623 5 0.555
㻭㻦㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1310 2 0.393
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2564 3 0.513
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.3131 4 0.470
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1030 1 0.618
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8053 6 0.805
㻭㻦㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0007 1 *0.004
㻭㻦㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5502 5 0.660
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9238 6 0.924
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0309 2 0.093
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0454 3 0.091
















ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝䠊ᚰᢿኚື್䠄PRD䠅 6.0 (3.0–12.0) 9.0 (4.0–11.0) 0.412
䠎䠊༢⣧཯ᛂ䠄RCT㻕 22.0 (9.7–41.3) 19.3 (9.3–43.7) 0.554
䠏䠊஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖䠄DOR䠅 1.25 (0.89–1.56) 0.98 (0.54–1.40) 㻖0.004
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䠊 㻖p < 0.05
 
⾲ 3-5 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻝䠊ᚰᢿኚື್䠄PRD䠅 6.0 (4.0–9.0) 6.0 (4.0–13.0) 0.843
䠎䠊༢⣧཯ᛂ䠄RCT㻕 19.0 (10.0–26.3) 19.0 (10.7–30.3) 0.805





































































































ᅗ 3-2 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ୰ኸ್ 㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧
 ୰ኸࡢኴ⥺ࡣ୰ኸ್㸪⟽ୖ➃ࡣ➨ 3ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪⟽ୗ➃ࡣ➨ 1ᅄศ఩ᩘ㸪ࡦࡆࡢୖ➃
ࢆ᭱኱್㸪ࡦࡆࡢୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬












  ⾲ 3-6 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
 
୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.003 1       *0.018
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.466 5 0.559
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.299 2 0.897
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.320 3 0.641
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.425 4 0.638
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.588 6 0.588





⾲ 3-7 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦௓ධ⩌㸧    
䚷୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠑ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 2 (1 – 4) 3 (2 – 5) 㻖 0.018




➨ 3❶                                   
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⾲ 3-8 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧 
䚷୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏p್
䠑ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 3 (1 – 5) 3 (1 – 5) 0.588


















      ᅗ 3-3 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘࡢ୰ኸ್㸦௓ධ⩌㸧
➨ 3❶                                   
47
 































㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏  p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.446 4 0.669
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.276 3 0.552
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.894 6 0.894
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.036 2 0.108
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.692 5 0.830
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.011 1 0.063
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.051 1 0.308
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.816 5 0.979
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.686 4 1.029
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.353 3 0.705
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.973 6 0.973
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.092 2 0.276
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.014 1 0.084
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.947 6 0.947
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.485 4 0.728
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.117 2 0.351
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.323 3 0.647
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.540 5 0.648
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.057 1 0.342
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.742 5 0.890
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.429 3 0.858
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.692 4 1.038
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.792 6 0.792
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.411 2 1.233
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.780 6 0.780
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.093 3 0.186
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.531 4 0.797
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.086 2 0.258
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.716 5 0.860
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.032 1 0.192
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.023 1 0.138
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.765 5 0.918
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.431 3 0.862
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.502 4 0.753
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.950 6 0.950


















ホ౯㡯┠ ௓ධ๓ ௓ධᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠍䠊⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ䠄TA㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.669
䠎䠊ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏䠄D) ဨ㸧 44.0(39.0-63.0㸧 0.308
䠏䠊ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព䠄AH㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.08
䠐䠊άẼ䠄V㻕 39.0㸦ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.342
䠑䠊⑂ປ䠄F㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.78
䠒䠊ΰ஘䠄C䠅 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.138
ᩘ್䛿୰ኸ್䠄᭱ᑠ್䠈᭱኱್䠅䛸䛩䜛䚹 n.s   
 
 
⾲ 3-11 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧 
ホ౯㡯┠ ௓ධ๓ ௓ධᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
䠍䠊⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ䠄TA㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.063
䠎䠊ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏䠄D) ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.276
䠏䠊ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព䠄AH㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.648
䠐䠊άẼ䠄V㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.233
䠑䠊⑂ປ䠄F㻕 ဨ㸧 ဨ㸧 0.78
















































































































    
     Ⅼࡣ୰ኸ್㸪㧗ప⥺ࡢୖ➃ࡣ᭱኱್㸪ୗ➃ࡣ᭱ᑠ್ࢆ♧ࡍ㸬
ᅗ 3-5 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ୰ኸ್㸦௓ධ⩌㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧





Ἴ᣺ᖜ್㸪⬦Ἴ㛗࡜ࡶ࡟஺஫స⏝ࡀㄆࡵࡽࢀࡓ㸦ࡑࢀࡒࢀ F㸦1, 42㸧= 0.096,p 









㡯┠ ⩌๓ᚋ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏  p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0001 1 㻌䚷㻌㻖0.0062
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.010 2 䚷㻌㻌㻖0.030
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0750 4 0.113
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1010 5 0.121
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0651 3 0.130
㻯㻘㻰䠄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5771 6 0.577
㻭㻘㻮䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0038 1 㻖0.022
㻭㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0507 2 0.152
㻭㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1472 4 0.221
㻮㻘㻯䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0975 3 0.195
㻮㻘㻰䠄௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3294 5 0.395














ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏  p್
㻝㻚⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ 361.783±221.895 851.613±254.272 㻖0.006
㻞㻚⬦Ἴ㛗 0.646±0.208 0.907±0.074 㻖0.022
㻖p < 0.05
 
⾲ 3-14 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴ࡟࠾ࡅࡿホ౯㡯┠ᖹᆒ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌㸧 
ホ౯㡯┠ άື๓ άືᚋ ㄪᩚ῭䜏  p್
㻝㻚⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ 722.996±415.106 563.006±199.263 0.577
















































      
ᅗ 3-6 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴࡢᖹᆒ್㸦⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್㸪⬦Ἴ㛗㸧 
          
3.4 ⪃ᐹ
3.4.1㸬⡆᫆⢭⚄⑕≧ホ౯ᑻᗘ
  ⡆᫆⢭⚄⑕≧ホ౯ᑻᗘࡢྜィⅬࡢᖹᆒⅬ 1.78࡛࠶ࡗࡓ㸬ࡲࡓ㸪ࠕ୰➼ᗘࠖ࠿ࡽ
ࠕࡸࡸ㧗ᗘࠖࡢ㡯┠࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡢࡣ㸪୙Ᏻࡢ㡯┠ࡀᖹᆒⅬ 3.50Ⅼ㸪ᚰẼⓗッ࠼ࡢ㡯┠






































































































































































 ᮏ◊✲ࡢ➨ 2❶࠾ࡼࡧ➨ 3❶࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ㸪୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫ
ຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ㸪Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ㸪ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴࢆ௓ධ⩌άື๓㸦pre-
Intervention: prI㸧㸪௓ධ⩌άືᚋ㸦post- Intervention: poI㸧㸪ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌άື๓㸦pre-

















ࢀࡒࢀ F㸦3,100㸧= 4.676, p = 0.033 ; F㸦3, 100㸧= 4.129 , p = 0.497; F㸦3, 100㸧= 





ᚰᢿኚື್䚷䚷 0.0003* 0.033 0.033*
༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫  0.0007 * 0.178   0.049* 
஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖 0.056    0.003 * 0.458*
୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤ 㻡ẁ㝵ホᐃ್ 0.012* 0.097 0.049 *
⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ 0.139 0.178 0.178
ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏 0.409 0.945 0.945
ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព 0.572 0.344 0.344
άẼ  0.016* 0.094   0.048* 
⑂ປ 0.136 0.793 0.207
ΰ஘ 0.531 0.094 0.363
⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ p<0.0001  0.0194 *  0.0007*
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⾲ 4-2 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦ᚰᢿኚື್㸧 
ᚰᢿኚື್ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻦㻮䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0411 11 0.105
㻭㻦㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5285 20 0.740
㻭㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0302 10 0.085
㻭㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.1065 16 0.186
㻭㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.0236 9 0.073
㻭㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0912 14 0.182
㻭㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0058 7 0.023
㻮㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0031 5 㻖0.017
㻮㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0035 6 㻖0.016
㻮㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0007 3 㻖0.006
㻮㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.0004 2 㻖0.005
㻮㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0002 1 㻖0.006
㻮㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0010 4 㻖0.007
㻯㻘㻰䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0446 12 0.104
㻯㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.6039 23 0.735
㻯㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0118 8 㻖0.041
㻯㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5868 21 0.782
㻯㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0846 13 0.182
㻰㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.7046 24 0.822
㻰㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.4365 19 0.643
㻰㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9359 26 1.007
㻰㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8518 25 0.954
㻱㻘㻲䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.1399 17 0.230
㻱㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓䠅 0.9666 28 0.967
㻱㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5973 22 0.760
㻲㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1045 15 0.195
㻲㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9510 27 0.986
㻳㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4220 18 0.656
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⾲ 4-3 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫㸧 
༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫 p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0007 1        *0.02
㻭㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.925 26 0.996
㻭㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.027 4 0.192
㻭㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.564 20 0.790
㻭㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.153 12 0.356
㻭㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.971 27 1.007
㻭㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.697 21 0.929
㻮㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.164 13 0.353
㻮㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.995 28 0.995
㻮㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.026 3 0.240
㻮㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.135 11 0.343
㻮㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.083 7 0.334
㻮㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.277 17 0.456
㻯㻘㻰䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.029 5 0.160
㻯㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.230 14 0.459
㻯㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.124 10 0.346
㻯㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.711 22 0.905
㻯㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.295 18 0.459
㻰㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.022 2 0.314
㻰㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.107 9 0.332
㻰㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.055 6 0.256
㻰㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.253 15 0.472
㻱㻘㻲䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.462 19 0.681
㻱㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓䠅 0.719 23 0.876
㻱㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.104 8 0.363
㻲㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.256 16 0.449
㻲㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.901 25 1.008
㻳㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.805 24 0.940
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⾲ 4-4 ⮹ᘧ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦஘ᩘࢸࢫࢺ㸧 
஘ᩘ䝔䝇䝖 p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0015 3        *0.014
㻭㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.8691 20 1.216
㻭㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9304 22 1.184
㻭㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.8136 18 1.265
㻭㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.1173 12 0.274
㻭㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9406 23 1.114
㻭㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4513 16 0.790
㻮㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0022 4        *0.015
㻮㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0754 10 0.211
㻮㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0003 1        *0.009
㻮㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.9749 25 1.091
㻮㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0181 6 0.085
㻮㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0163 5 0.091
㻯㻘㻰䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1053 11 0.268
㻯㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.9979 26 1.074
㻯㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0215 7 0.086
㻯㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9998 28 0.999
㻯㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9478 24 1.105
㻰㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.4869 17 0.802
㻰㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.2565 14 0.513
㻰㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.2813 15 0.525
㻰㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8446 19 1.244
㻱㻘㻲䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0007 2        *0.009
㻱㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓䠅 0.9984 27 1.035
㻱㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9238 21 1.231
㻲㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0309 8 0.108
㻲㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0726 9 0.226
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ᅗ 4-1 ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ ᚰᢿኚື್ࡢ୰ኸ್㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ㸧 
 
     ᅗ 4-2 ⡆᫆ᐈほⓗ⢭⚄ᣦᶆ᳨ᰝ ༢⣧཯ᛂ᫬㛫ࡢ୰ኸ್ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅㸧 
























⾲ 4-5 ୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅㸧 
 
୍⯡ᛶ⮬ᕫຠຊឤホ౯ᑻᗘ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
㻭㻘㻮䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0083 3 0.078
㻭㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9988 28 0.999
㻭㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8291 24 0.967
㻭㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0515 6 0.240
㻭㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.3151 16 0.551
㻭㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.4827 18 0.751
㻭㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1854 10 0.519
㻮㻘㻯䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.2542 11 0.647
㻮㻘㻰䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3123 14 0.625
㻮㻘㻱䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0015 1 *0.042
㻮㻘㻲䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.1186 7 0.474
㻮㻘㻳䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0265 4 0.186
㻮㻘㻴䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1248 8 0.437
㻯㻘㻰䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5816 20 0.814
㻯㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.1479 9 0.460
㻯㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.5524 19 0.814
㻯㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6120 22 0.779
㻯㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3134 15 0.585
㻰㻘㻱䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.0304 5 0.170
㻰㻘㻲䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.9164 27 0.950
㻰㻘㻳䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6620 23 0.806
㻰㻘㻴䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2746 12 0.641
㻱㻘㻲䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0034 2 *0.046
㻱㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓䠅 0.8856 26 0.954
㻱㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2990 13 0.644
㻲㻘㻳䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.3204 17 0.528
㻲㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8555 25 0.958
㻳㻘㻴䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5884 21 0.785





































஫స⏝ࢆㄆࡵࡓ㸦F㸦3, 100㸧= 4.884, p =0.048㸧㸬ࡑࡢ௚ࡢ㡯┠࡛ࡣ஺஫స⏝ࡣㄆ
ࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸬 
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⾲ 4-6 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦⥭ᙇ࣭୙Ᏻ㸧 
⥭ᙇ䞉୙Ᏻ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0019 1 0.054
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1037 7 0.415
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0087 4 0.061
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.2883 12 0.673
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.0074 3 0.069
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6766 17 1.114
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0054 2 0.076
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6774 18 1.053
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9680 27 1.003
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.5322 15 0.993
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.6601 16 1.115
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1751 9 0.545
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8253 20 1.554
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4896 14 0.979
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.9542 25 1.068
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.1519 8 0.532
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.8508 22 1.082
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2213 11 0.563
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.9231 24 1.077
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.8394 21 1.119
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1932 10 0.541
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9544 26 1.028
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.4461 13 0.961
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.6959 19 1.025
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8950 23 1.089
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0362 6 0.169
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9789 28 0.979
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⾲ 4-7 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦ᢚ࠺ࡘ࣭ⴠࡕ㎸ࡳ㸧 
ᢚ䛖䛴䞉ⴠ䛱㎸䜏 p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.102 5 0.571
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.53 14 1.060
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.182 7 0.730
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.812 21 1.083
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.044 1 1.251
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.756 20 1.058
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.05 2 0.713
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.677 18 1.054
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.995 25 1.113
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.585 15 1.091
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.385 10 1.078
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.621 16 1.087
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.401 11 1.019
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.963 23 1.172
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.980 24 1.143
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.193 8 0.677
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.999 27 1.036
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.176 6 0.821
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.6772 17 1.115
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.4948 13 1.065
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.876 22 1.111
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.479 12 1.117
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.051 3 0.481
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.996 26 1.072
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.686 19 1.010
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.353 9 1.097
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.999 28 0.999
G,H䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.092 4 0.647
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⾲ 4-8 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑ 
㸦ᛣࡾ࣭ᩛព㸧  
ᛣ䜚䞉ᩛព p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.2926 12 0.683
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9993 27 1.036
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1614 8 0.565
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.9403 24 1.097
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.0066 1 1.848
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.8960 23 1.090
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1525 7 0.610
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1614 9 0.502
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9945 26 1.070
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.4459 14 0.892
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.2123 11 0.540
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.7150 18 1.112
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8124 21 1.083
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0229 4 0.160
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.9660 25 1.081
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0070 2 0.098
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.7258 19 1.069
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0729 5 0.408
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.3361 13 0.724
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.1738 10 0.487
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.8147 22 1.036
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.6447 17 1.061
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0140 3 0.131
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.9999 28 0.999
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4854 15 0.906
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.1170 6 0.546
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.7567 20 1.059
G,H䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5403 16 0.946
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⾲ 4-9 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦άẼ㸧  
άẼ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0300 6 0.140
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5430 18 0.845
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0276 5 0.154
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.1424 11 0.363
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.5823 20 0.815
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0727 8 0.254
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1069 10 0.299
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0216 4 0.151
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0678 7 0.271
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0050 2 0.070
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.8636 23 1.051
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0042 1 0.118
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3571 13 0.769
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0862 9 0.268
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.5801 19 0.855
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.8966 24 1.046
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6451 21 0.860
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3365 12 0.785
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.3924 14 0.785
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.9996 28 0.999
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5150 17 0.848
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9243 25 1.035
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0047 3 *0.044
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.9877 26 1.063
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4295 16 0.752
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6929 22 0.882
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9936 27 1.030
G,H䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4115 15 0.768
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⾲ 4-10 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦⑂ປ㸧  
⑂ປ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.1322 10 0.370
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5831 20 0.816
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1170 8 0.410
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0491 4 0.343
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.0093 1 0.260
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6447 22 0.821
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.0220 2 0.308
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9835 25 1.105
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9895 27 1.026
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0647 5 0.362
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.2399 12 0.560
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9585 24 1.118
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5291 17 0.872
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4285 15 0.800
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.2409 13 0.519
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0650 6 0.303
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9955 28 0.995
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1188 9 0.370
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.1933 11 0.492
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.4312 16 0.755
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5672 19 0.836
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.6272 21 0.836
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.7874 23 0.959
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.3349 14 0.670
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.5315 18 0.827
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0864 7 0.346
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9836 26 1.059
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⾲ 4-11 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ୰ኸ್ࡢẚ㍑㸦ΰ஘㸧 
ΰ஘ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0778 3 0.726
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5831 17 0.960
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2210 6 1.031
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0491 2 0.687
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.1445 4 1.011
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.6447 18 1.002
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.2245 7 0.898
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.3819 13 0.822
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9432 26 1.015
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.7550 21 1.006
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.9061 25 1.014
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.8352 24 0.974
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.7256 20 1.015
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3611 11 0.919
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.2409 8 0.843
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.2708 9 0.842
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9955 27 1.032
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3702 12 0.864
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.4766 15 0.890
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.7995 22 1.017
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.7123 19 1.049
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.8134 23 0.990
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0238 1 0.665
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.3349 10 0.938
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4313 14 0.863
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.5018 16 0.878
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9972 28 0.997
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   
ᅗ 4-5 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ ⥭ᙇ୙Ᏻࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅㸧 
    
ᅗ 4-6 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ ᢚ࠺ࡘ࣭ⴠࡕ㎸ࡳࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 




ᅗ 4-7 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ ᛣࡾ࣭ᩛពࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 
 
ᅗ 4-8 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ άẼࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 
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   
       ᅗ 4-9 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ ⑂ປࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 
    
      ᅗ 4-10 Ẽศࣉࣟࣇ࢕᳨࣮ࣝᰝ ΰ஘ࡢ୰ኸ್ẚ㍑ 
㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 
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⾲ 4-11 ᣦᑤᐜ✚Ἴ⬦ࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ P್ẚ㍑㸦⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್㸧 
⬦Ἴ᣺ᖜ್ p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.006 12 㻖0.0133
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.357 24 0.416
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.134 21 0.178
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.614 26 0.662
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.000001 2 㻖0.000008
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.015 13 㻖0.0324
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.00065 9 㻖0.002
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.202 22 0.257
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.016 15 㻖0.0304
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.679 27 0.704
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.016 14 㻖0.0311
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.109 20 0.152
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.695 28 0.695
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.00536 11 㻖0.01365
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.018 16 㻖0.030
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0000026 3 㻖0.00002
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.00027 8 㻖0.0009
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.00003 5 㻖0.0001
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.003 10 㻖0.008
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.00001 4 㻖0.00007
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0000003 1 㻖0.00007
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.00009 6 㻖0.0003
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0001 7 㻖0.0004
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.24 23 0.293
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.075 18 0.117
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.101 19 0.149
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.049 17 0.081
G,H䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.577 25 0.646
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⾲ 4-12 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴࡢ⩌㛫ཬࡧάື๓ᚋ㛫ࡢ P್ẚ㍑㸦⬦Ἴ㛗㸧 
⬦Ἴ㛗 p್ 㡰఩ ㄪᩚ῭䜏 p್
A,B䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0318 10 0.089
A,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.828 21 1.103
A,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.3564 15 0.665
A,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.0036 4 㻖0.02
A,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.00195 1 0.055
A,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.893 22 1.137
A,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.945 24 1.102
B,C䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.024 8 0.084
B,D䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.672 18 1.045
B,E䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άື๓䠅 0.003 3 㻖0.02
B,F䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌άືᚋ䠅 0.971 26 1.046
B,G䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.109 13 0.234
B,H䠄೺䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.695 19 1.024
C,D䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.749 20 1.049
C,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.031 9 0.097
C,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.002 2 㻖0.027
C,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.004 5 0.200
C,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9446 25 1.058
D,E䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䠅 0.019 7 0.077
D,F䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.456 16 0.798
D,G䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.9219 23 1.122
D,H䠄೺䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9999 28 1.000
E,F䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䠅 0.0038 6 㻖0.017
E,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ⩌๓ 0.0422 11 0.107
E,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌๓䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.1472 14 0.294
F,G䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䠅 0.0975 12 0.227
F,H䠄⢭⚄䠖௓ධ⩌ᚋ䚸⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.4882 17 0.804
G,H䠄⢭⚄䠖ヨ⾜㘒ㄗ๓䚸ヨ⾜㘒ㄗᚋ䠅 0.9783 27 1.015
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ᅗ 4-12 ᣦᑤᐜ✚⬦Ἴ ⬦Ἴ㛗ࡢᖹᆒ್ẚ㍑㸦೺ᖖ⪅㸪⢭⚄㞀ᐖ⪅ẚ㍑㸧 
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